A Public Announcement by "Fine Beit Ha'Basar"

From an examination conducted on a 500gr frozen ground turkey by weight product manufactured by "Fine Being Ha'Basar Ltd. barcode: 6379573, there was a suspicion for the presence salmonella, following the factory's examinations carried out by the factory itself.

The announcement pertains only to this type of product manufactured on the 31/5/19 and expires on the 31/7/19.

The manufacturing quantity was 15kg out of which 8kg has been sold, and the rest has been disposed.

Although salmonella is destroyed following through cooking, Being Ha'Basar Company is requesting its consumers who have purchased the product from this manufacturing date only not to consume it and return it to the company.

The company will continue to manufacture its products at the highest and the strictest standards and according to the guidelines of the food services and the Ministry of Health.

For public inquiries and further clarifications, the company can be contacted by 03-5568160.